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D O Y L E  H AT T  ( U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  C A L G A R Y )

A B S T R A C T

The white dome of a saint’s shrine is a ubiquitous sight in the Moroccan landscape, and 
this paper contends that such shrines form a country-wide network of signifiers that 
symbolically and structurally mediate ideas of the local and the national, the rural and 
the urban, the heterodox and the orthodox in a manner that projects the identity of places 
and peoples over great distances and that reconfirms the Islamic identity of the country. 
This system of knowledge and meanings, though on the decline over the past fifty years 
as a consequence of the spread of literacy, technological changes, and policies of the 
Moroccan government, still persists with considerable force in many areas and may find 
new ways to regenerate itself in a postmodern world.

Keywords: Morocco, saint shrines, knowledge, geography, maraboutism, Islam.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

This paper is concerned with the meaning of shrines, specifically Moroc-
can popular saints’ shrines. It is not, however, a paper primarily concerned 
with the ‘deep’ or esoteric meaning of shrines in the consciousness of the 
community in which the shrine is located, or of those who visit it on pil-
grimage. Rather, the focus of this paper is on a level of more ‘external’ 
meanings that relate to these shrines as a general category of phenomena 
situated within the wider culture in which these meanings are native, 
and upon their place in the overall system of knowledge of landscape and 
space. My choice to focus here on these externals should not be taken to 
imply that I think that the inner meanings of religious phenomena are 
not important. I quite agree that the highest vocation of anthropology is 
the sensitive documentation of the ways in which people infuse and co-
create meaning in their immediate lives (Geertz 1973:126ff.). However, 
that does not preclude the investigation of wider spheres of meaning that 
may become institutionalized in domains of which people are not always 
conscious but which are equally important ‘webs of signification’ in which 
humans remain suspended.

My argument, briefly put, is that in the past, before the rise of general 
literacy and modern forms of transportation, Moroccan saints’ shrines 
constituted a country-wide system of signifiers that both symbolically 
and structurally (that is, culturally and socially) mediated the local and 
the national1 in a distinctively Moroccan way, projecting, among other 
things, the identity of places and peoples over great distances, allowing the 
particular and the general to be articulated to one another in an Islamic 
idiom. Through these mediations, I suggest, what might otherwise be re-
garded as heterodox religious beliefs and practices – the rural cult of saints 
– received a degree of indirect legitimization, and a de facto situation of 
religious heterogeneity was able to be synthesized into a unity of practice. 
Though this system of knowledge and meanings has been on the decline 
over the past half century or more as a consequence of the spread of lit-
eracy, changes in the country-wide transportation system, and policies of 
the Moroccan Ministry of Religious Affairs that promote more orthodox 
alternatives to the saint cults, it still persists with considerable force, and 
in a postmodern world it might renew itself in unexpected ways.

It is not the mission of this paper to expatiate on the nature of saint-
hood in Morocco, a subject that has been treated extensively elsewhere 
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(Bel 1938; Gellner 1969; Hatt 1981b). I will here only summarize a few key 
points as background to the following discussion. Suffice it to say that, in 
Muslim religious belief, the existence of saints (s.  ālih.  īn, awlīya) is accepted.2

A saint is a person, elect in the eyes of God, whose life is an example unto 
his or her people. In Morocco, a large proportion of those who come to 
be regarded as saintly were those involved in the original islamization of 
various lands, or key members of various religious orders that have grown 
up from time to time to renew the faith and defend the land from invad-
ers. During the lifetime or following the death of saints, miracles (xaraqāt 
l-il  āda) may occur that come to be cited as proof of their extraordinary 
status. Elevation to sainthood is purely a matter of popular consensus; 
there is no central body that examines the lives of saints or that certi-
fies their saintly status. The most characteristic marker of saintly status 
is the erection over the grave of a particular type of tomb (qubba), often 
with a domed roof. Popular sainthood of this sort is differently elaborated 
from one Muslim country to another but is particularly developed in the 
Maghrib, where, among the Berber-speaking peoples in particular, a sec-
ondary phenomenon has developed, namely ‘maraboutism,’ in which the 
agnatic descendants of saints, called ‘marabouts,’ have special relationships 
with local populations in the tribal sector of the society, based on a sort 
of mutual protection compact. In return for the lay tribesmen providing 
ongoing material support to the saint’s descendants, these latter are cred-
ited with interceding with their saintly forebear to provide supernatural 
protection from harm, judicial services, and the dispensing of general-
ized good luck and prosperity (baraka). Sometimes, particularly in remote 
Berber-speaking regions in the mountainous or desert areas, these mar-
abouts have come to define little quasi-independent societies, dispensing 
a range of quasi-governmental and quasi-clerical services (Gellner 1969; 
Hatt 1992a), to the detriment of the central government and the ortho-
dox national religious institutions. Often illiterate and sometimes deeply 
involved with magical or divinatory practices incompatible with Islam, 
the ‘cult of saints’ is generally regarded by urban theological scholars as 
completely unorthodox or at best marginally heterodox and has been op-
posed by them for centuries. On the other hand, maraboutism has been a 
key force in the history of Morocco. As an institutional complex, it shades 
into the orthodox belief in saints, on the one hand, and into veneration of 
the šurfā (descendants of the Prophet, the focus of another distinctively 
Moroccan institution), on the other, in manifold and subtle ways, so that 

,
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opposition needs to be couched in muted terms. On sainthood in Islam, 
particularly in its more popular forms, see also Alfred Bel (1938); on the 
emics of baraka, see Westermarck (1926:35–260).

T H E  M O R O C C A N  S A I N T ’ S  S H R I N E

In one sense, a Moroccan saint’s shrine is simply the grave of a person who 
has come to be venerated as a saint. Typically the graves of such persons 
are architecturally elaborated in certain locally distinctive ways, in partic-
ular by the erection of a distinctive structure (qubba) over the grave. Most 
shrines are found in cemeteries, but sometimes they are found outside of 
cemeteries, and sometimes it is the case that cemeteries grow up around 
shrines.

Architecturally, Moroccan saints’ tombs are usually four-sided stone 
or rammed-earth buildings, which are plastered, whitewashed, and sur-
mounted by a dome. Sometimes they are further decorated with archi-
tectural features and bright-coloured paints. Except in the most sparsely 
populated parts of Morocco – and sometimes even there – a traveller is 
rarely out of sight of one or more saints’ tombs gleaming in whitewashed 
splendour in the distance, in contrast to the prevailing dun-coloured land-
scape (later in this paper we shall see that not all shrines are also tombs, 
but most are). Whatever else one might say about them, we can say that 
Moroccan saints’ shrines tend to stand out visually from their surround-
ings. In almost any landscape and weather, they attract the eye and can 
often be discerned from many kilometres’ distance. Take for example the 
shrine of Sdī H.    mad Lfāsī, shown in Photo 1. This photo of a village named 
Timәkt. t. i was taken with a telephoto lens from a mountain pass (Tizi-u-
Šat. r), almost exactly one kilometre in distance from the tomb. In other 
words, it zeroes in on a very small rectangle of the panorama visible from 
the pass. It shows a fairly typical montagnard Shilha3 village, with two lo-
calized descent groups settled in their respective hamlets that have grown 
over the years on either side of a ravine, both hamlets overlooking the ir-
rigated fields that are planted with a light cover of date palms. In surveying 
the scene from the pass in question, one can with some difficulty discern 
a number of villages and hamlets, all built of mud, and so blending into 
the predominant colour of the earth. However, one’s eye is immediately 
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attracted to the bright, whitewashed saint’s tomb, contrasting with the 
dark green patch of the palm grove.4

Saints’ tombs are built over the burial place of a person venerated as 
a saint. Some saints’ graves consist of a grave marker alone, exposed to 
the elements, but the majority have some sort of tomb erected over them. 
Inside, in the case of smaller shrines, there may be barely enough space 
between the tomb and the wall for a person to pass. Such shrines are typi-
cally quite dark inside, the only light being whatever enters through the 
doorway. Larger and more elegant shrines in urban areas may have more 
spacious interiors, with multiple tombs of saint family members. These 

Photo 1.   Village of Timekt. t. i (Idaw Tanan) and shrine of  Sdī H.    mad Lfāsī
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shrines may also have walls hung with rugs or killams, the tombs may be 
draped with brocades, and the interior lit by candelabras or electricity.

A few definitions: in this paper I refer to the building enclosing a 
saint’s grave as the ‘tomb’ (‘qubba’ in Arabic, ‘lqubt’ in Tashelhait), and 
the marble or other stone marker that is enclosed within the tomb as the 
‘grave marker.’ A saint’s tomb becomes a ‘shrine’ (maqām) by reason of 
certain distinctive human actions, specifically, rituals, that take place in 
reference to, and in proximity to, it. Some of these ritual actions, such as 
the ma rūf, or periodic commemoration of the dead, involving the recita-
tion of standard prayers, are part of standard Moroccan Islamic mortuary 
ritual that might be observed at the gravesite of any deceased person on 
the anniversary of his or her death. In respect of an important saint, how-
ever, the scale of the ma rūf is much larger and takes on the quality of a 
pilgrimage, with people coming relatively long distances for it. In addition 
to the ma rūf there are other types of rites performed at saints’ tombs that 
are distinctive of saints’ shrines only, viz.:

• The sacrifice of hoofed animals in front of the tomb as a token of 
adhesion to the saint’s cult,

• The circumambulation of the tomb in processions, three, five, or seven 
times,

• The swearing of oaths, using the tomb as a kind of ‘witness’ or 
guarantor of the oath’s truth,

• The transmission of requests to God via the saint buried within, while 
touching the tomb.

Other social institutions connected with saints’ tombs are the growth of 
maraboutic communities (lineal corporations of the saint’s descendants) 
in the vicinity of the tomb, the development of pilgrimage systems, and 
the holding of fairs (mwāsim, inәmuggwarәn) in the spring or fall (or some-
times both) at the site of the tomb that sometimes attract thousands of 
faithful who live in temporary tent cities for the duration of the fair, and 
who often come and depart by chartered bus.

,

,

,
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T H E  D O M E  A N D  T H E  M I N A R E T

Over the past half century, the Moroccan Ministry of Religious Affairs has 
made long-term loans available to mosque-congregations – loans to enable 
the erection of square minarets, in the style of that ultimate icon of Moroc-
can civilization, the minaret of the Kutūbīyya in Marrakesh. In Moroccan 
religious culture, the minaret, proclaiming at a distance the presence of a 
mosque, is the symbol, par excellence, of a congregation – a local commu-
nity of Muslims who worship together and who are a minimal social unit 
of the Dār al Islām. The minaret of a mosque is in this sense analogous to 
the church steeple of Christian countries – a marker of a local community 
of coreligionists. In Europe, rural villages, often obscured by trees, can 
so often be discerned at a distance by the church steeple rising up above 
the trees. Similarly, looking over a townscape from a high place, one can 
easily spot the large cathedral churches and form a sense of the various 
quarters or parishes of a town by the spires of smaller churches scattered 
throughout the town. Nowadays in Morocco the minarets of mosques 
have an analogous signalling effect – they proclaim, “Here is a community 
of pious Muslims.”

However, prior to the late twentieth century in Morocco, minarets 
were uncommon outside of cities and towns, and mosques in the blәd (ru-
ral districts) tended to be architecturally indistinguishable from ordinary 
houses. In the villages of the berberphone south, for example, absent a 
minaret, the surest external indicator that a building might be a mosque 
and not a large house is that it is a large building facing onto the asais or 
village dance floor, the analogue in the Berber world of the town square 
or plaza of a town. If the building is plastered on the outside, there may 
be some attempt to mark the qibla, but if it is a stone building, even this is 
usually absent on the exterior.

In these earlier times, it was the whitewashed saint’s shrine, and not 
the minaret, that called attention to the inconspicuous clusters of earth-
toned houses that constitute hamlets and villages in the countryside. The 
gradual proliferation of minarets attests to the imposition of an ortho-
doxy and a kind of uniformity over a land whose history has notoriously 
been one of the most intense religious fervour and spiritual motivation, 
though not necessarily of religious unity (Montagne 1930). The saints’ 
shrines are, in the eyes of the orthodox urban theologians, emblematic of 
fissiparous and heterodox tendencies that have played out over more than 
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a millennium of Moroccan Islamic history, and – though the saints are so 
deeply embedded in the fibre and sinew of Moroccan society that there is 
no way they could be displaced entirely – the emphasis on the construction 
of cookie-cutter-Kutūbīyyas is part of the Ministry’s mission to centralize 
and homogenize the religious landscape. Thus the minarets proliferate, 
but the saints’ shrines – much more diverse in their forms – have not con-
comitantly disappeared. In the true spirit of the postmodern, the two co-
exist. Indeed, in the blәd, religious institutions of various types – mosques, 
saint’s shrines, madrasas, maraboutic zāwiyas, and s.  ūfī zāwiyas – tend to 
reinforce one another as social and economic enterprises, and hence tend 
to be found in one another’s proximity (Hatt 1981a).

T H E  ‘ S A I N T S  O F  T H E  L A N D ’

When a tradition-minded Moroccan man travels about the land and 
comes up over a rise that provides him with a view onto a river valley or 
an expanse of landscape before him – in other words, when he enters a 
topographically new district – he will often utter a salutation (tslīm) to the 
saints whose shrines lay ahead of him on his route, whether they are vis-
ible or not from his vantage point. The typical explanation for this practice 
is that it is a good thing to acknowledge the powers-that-be of the country 
into which one is entering. If pressed on the matter, the word ‘h.  imāya’ 
(protection) may crop up; however, it is not a question of a formal relation-
ship of saintly protection (such relationships do indeed exist in other con-
texts), but merely a way of letting the saints – other peoples’ saints it must 
be added – know that one is there, and that one has arrived in peace, and 
not with malicious intent. This same pattern of verbal acknowledgment 
can be replicated at any of a number of increasingly smaller levels. For ex-
ample, if one crosses the great pass of the Tizi-n-Test, headed northward, 
one would at the pass tsәllәm (verbally acknowledge by uttering the word 
tslīm) Sdī Bәl  Abbās, the patron saint of Marrakesh, and the regional saint 
of the H. āwz region. If one crossed the Tizi-n-Test (a famous pass of the 
High Atlas) headed southward, one would tsәllәm Sdī u Sdī, the patron 
saint of the town of Tarudant and of the Sūs Valley. And as one entered 
various tribal or sub-tribal territories along the way, or passed particular 
villages, one would tsәllәm their patron saints, once again uttering a tslīm

,
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as one entered Marrakesh or Tarudant, depending on which direction one 
was travelling.

Most often, the names of the saints of the land are known, and pro-
nounced, because men tend to travel in places they know. But today, just 
as Edmond Doutté (1905) reported almost a century ago, if one is trav-
elling to an unfamiliar region, and the names of the saints of the land 
are unknown, as one approaches a mountain pass or other natural divide 
between landscapes, one can utter, simply, “tslīm i-rrjāl lblәd” – “greetings 
to the saints of the land (whoever they may be)!”

This custom of proclaiming a salutation to the ‘saints of the land’ 
provides us with our point of entry into the analytical substance of this 
paper. It points to a nexus of elements that are conjoined in Moroccan 
culture: the land, the saint, and the people of the land (Berque 1955). For 
in the Moroccan cult of saints, a saint is a dead man or woman who has a 
continuing relationship with a populace of living people situated in space 
and on the land. Local accounts of this continuing relationship can be 
somewhat variable but seems nearly always to contain some variant or 
aspect of the notion of protection. When the traveller enters a new region 
or district, he or she is entering into the zone of a covenant of protection, 
and the prudent and pious individual takes the precaution of acknowledg-
ing this relationship.

As Westermarck was the first to point out, in Moroccan popular 
religion, this aura of protection appears almost always to be geographi-
cally centred and limited. Unlike the mercy of God, it is not a universal 
phenomenon that follows a protected individual wherever on earth he or 
she goes. God is universal and saints are particular, and their spheres of 
protection are localized. Protection is strongest in the immediate vicinity 
of the saint’s tomb and is null when the protected individual is in Europe, 
for example. But exactly how far the protection radiates around the shrine 
remains vague.

In the case of tribes or tribal confederations that have special collec-
tive ritual relationships with well-known ‘patron saints,’ such as the Idaw 
Lt.  it of the Anti-Atlas mountains have with Sdī H.    mad u Musa of Tazәrwalt, 
or the relationship that the Idaw Tanan of the western High Atlas have 
with the saint of their confederation, Sdī Brahim u Ali of Tiγanimin – two 
saints who will be discussed further on – saintly protection extends to 
the land of the tribe or confederation and to the people of the tribal units 
(the nested segmentary sub-tribes that compose the confederations in 

,
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question). In these cases, people contend that the saint’s protection follows 
the tribal member when he or she travels outside of the tribe, but within 
the Sūs (the region of southern Morocco roughly coterminous with the 
Shilh.  a Berber language); and there is uncertainty and dispute whether 
and how long saintly protection might follow a person who went to live 
in the north, e.g., Tangier. Also there is fair certitude that saintly protec-
tion is not operative in Christian countries, e.g., France or Belgium, where 
Moroccans go to work on labour contracts.

T H E  G A M U T  O F  S H R I N E S  
I N  T H E  S H I L H.      A  W O R L D

Natural phenomena
Saints’ shrines are only one of a range of types of objects, natural and 
materially constructed, that fall broadly within the range of phenomena 
anthropologists have called ‘shrines’ in world ethnography. I shall discuss 
‘constructed’ shrines in the following sections. Here, I propose to discuss 
briefly ‘natural’ shrines. In the Berber world, there is a variety of phe-
nomena that are regarded as being endowed with some sort of sacred sig-
nificance and toward which people orient themselves in prescriptive ways, 
normally either avoidance (bogs, fens, and other locations where water 
seeps or oozes, as opposed to gushes, which are the typical habitat of jnūn, 
as well as certain caves and caverns) or minor verbal acknowledgment 
when they are passed by (strange geological formations, narrow gorges, 
hanging valleys). The verbal acknowledgment may involve a slight bow-
ing of the head and the pronunciation of a tslīm or other formula when 
they are approached. There may be beliefs that failure thus to acknowledge 
their spiritual presence may result in misfortune – a tumble or a snakebite 
in the vicinity, for example. In addition to the presence of jnūn, such lo-
calities are richly endowed with legend, the most common of which relate 
to the Birtqīz, the mythic ‘Portuguese’ who figure in so much southern 
Moroccan folklore. These are seen either as previous inhabitants of the 
land who were chased away when the first Shilha people move northward 
from their original homeland in the Bānī Mountains, or the historical 
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Portuguese who, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, occupied 
coastal Morocco and had spheres of influence as far inland as the Tafilālt. 
One way or another, the legendary Birtqīz are usually associated with bur-
ied treasure. Rumours and tales abound of hidden Birtqīz chests – full of 
gold coins – that remain nestled undisturbed in caverns and canyons of 
the foothills and mountains.

Very old trees, especially if they are very gnarled or twisted, or if 
they are found in unexpected locations, as in a mountain pass, are in my 
experience almost always claimed locally to be endowed with some sort 
of baraka, which, following the ‘laws’ of its transmission (Westermarck 
1926), require physical contact, usually in the form of placing the palms of 
the hand upon the tree to absorb the power. Almost every Berber village 
has its ancient olive tree, usually a blasted old snag with only a few scrag-
gly branches remaining. Its enormous trunk possesses bark worn smooth 
where people have rubbed it for luck over the decades. It is not unknown 
for such ancient trees to have human and, particularly, saint-like char-
acteristics attributed to them, or to bear the name of actual or putative 
persons, or, indeed, to have periodic rites conducted in association with 
them, exactly in the same fashion as with ‘constructed’ saints’ shrines.

As an example, I will discuss a lonely thuya tree that stands like a sen-
tinel near the top of a long, steep, climb to a mountain pass in Ait Wa‘zzun 
country (Idaw Tanan), appropriately named the Tizi-n-Tagurramt, liter-
ally, “the pass of the female agurram (hereditary saint).” This pass sepa-
rates two major drainage systems, and the tree in question – obviously 
of great antiquity and, when I last saw it, apparently dead, but claimed to 
have put out a few leaves a couple of years previously – is asserted to ‘be’ 
(tga) a tagurramt, ‘saint.’ My efforts to ascertain precisely in what sense a 
tree can ‘be’ a saint yielded only a series of incomplete and contradictory 
answers. The most common account is that a venerated tagurramt was ei-
ther killed (martyred, in the Muslim sense) there or buried there, and that 
the tree sprang up as a sign. There is a difference of opinion over whether 
she was or was not the same person as Lalla Tašaixt, another female saint 
buried atop a nearby ridge, and who is also asserted to be a tagurramt of 
the family of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali. The names Lalla Tagurramt and Lalla 
Tašaixt both mean, connotatively, ‘Saint Saint, (feminine)’  a common 
indication in Moroccan hagiography of a figure whose sanctity is estab-
lished but whose personal name has been lost. One particular account of 
the legend of Lalla Tagurramt is that – true to the prototypical vocation 

,
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of an agurram – her father was working to avoid a battle in a protracted 
war between Tazәntut-Ixwәrd.  id.  әn, a group of villages to the east of the 
pass, and the people of Inγarәn-Ankәlut., to the west of the pass. In this 
legend, one day, while out together with his young daughter, the agurram
in question physically interposed himself between two feuding factions, 
with the result that, in the ensuing melée, the young girl was somehow 
killed. How and by which side is unclear – people on both sides of the 
pass, however, say that the killer came from the opposite side of the pass. 
Now, in Shilha culture, there is no other sin so dreadful than the slaying 
of a holy person, and the fact of her being a young virgin only adds to the 
poignancy of the legend. Yet this legend, which I have collected both in 
respect of Lalla Tagurramt and Lalla Tašaixt – who, as we have seen, may 
or may not be the same person – is dismissed by many others, including 
high officials of the Ait Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, the saintly family of which the 
female-saint-of-the-mountain-pass is supposed to have been a member, 
and who, as šurfā, have more than a casual interest in their own genealogy. 
Thus, even though the legend seems almost tailor-made to further the rep-
utation of the Ait Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali as peacemakers whose services might 
be resisted only at the utmost peril, they curiously disavow it. One official 
of the saintly corporation speculated to me that the pass with its lonely 
sentinel-tree had probably been a venerated place “even before the Islamic 
period” (ur ta illa lislam), i.e., a time when, “it is known” (it. t. iusan) people 
attributed extraordinary powers to certain trees, and that the connection 
with the tagurramt may be nothing more than the way the people in later 
periods expressed themselves, that is, in terms of marabouts. I have been 
told (though I have not personally witnessed this) that “some people” hold 
a small ma rūf at the thuya tree in question, thus making it indubitably a 
‘shrine’ in the sense I use in this paper.

Often, indeed, such natural phenomena have names like Sdī Miskīn 
(“Saint Poor Fellow”) or Sdī Flān (“Saint Whoever”), which play on the 
use of the verbal category of the saints in the religious system, but which 
are also obviously arch or nonsensical usages. Faced with such usages, it is 
difficult to resist the thought, following the reconstruction techniques of 
writers like Alfred Bel (1938:53–82) and Westermarck (1935), that we are 
dealing with syncretism between the Moroccan cult of saints and more 
ancient Berber ways of thinking about life and the sacred. Waterfalls, 
where falling water crashes onto rocks and releases ozone, and springs 
from which water actively spurts or gushes are prime sources of baraka  

,
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and may be anthropomorphized as ‘holy men’, but without any whiff of 
the jnūn about them.

For an extensive survey of natural phenomena that have supernatural 
powers and/or saintly identity invested in them (albeit mainly oriented 
toward the Central Maghrib), see Émile Dermengham’s Culte des saints 
dans l’Islam maghrébin (1954), which contains a number of photographs 
of these phenomena.

Constructed shrines and their elaboration
By the term ‘constructed’ shrines, I refer to man-made structures that 
stand in contrast to their environment by reason of the architectural de-
sign and human labour that has been invested in them. On a scale from the 
least elaborated to most elaborated graves that can also be called shrines, 
the structures that best exemplify  the lower end of the scale are the rock 
assemblages or piles – they are not nearly well enough organized to merit 
being called cairns – that tend to be found in the more southerly regions 
of Morocco, on the southern slopes of the Anti-Atlas range and beyond. 
Viewing them, it is hard to resist the thought that one is looking at a con-
struction site containing the materials necessary to build a saint’s tomb, 
but that, for some unexplained reason, construction has been stopped. 
However, in the architectural grammar of the desert peoples, these rock 
piles are finished constructions. Indeed, when one looks around and real-
izes from how far the rocks have been transported, one understands that 
they are, in their way, impressive structures – testimony, certainly, to the 
purposiveness that caused so much labour to be expended on their assem-
blage. Commonly seen in the desert regions, amongst both Arabic- and 
Berber-speakers, they can occasionally be found in northern Morocco on 
vacant lots or on the outskirts of cities – wherever black-turbaned S.ahrāwīs 
gather. One shrine of this sort that I know in Agadir does not have a saint 
buried beneath it. Rather it is a sort of proxy for another shrine in Rgībāt 
country. The Bedouin truck-drivers living in Agadir built this shrine so 
they could continue devotions in their new home-away-from-home.5

Leaving aside the rock-assemblages of the desert, Moroccan saint 
shrines can range from the very simple to the most elaborate. The sim-
plest may be one-room sheds built out of dry rock, sometimes not even 
tall enough to enable a grown man to stand up inside – assuming the roof 
has not collapsed (which it most often has done). These simple shrines may 
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Photo 2.   Shrine of itinerant Saharans, Agadir.

be without any architectural distinction or elaboration that might signal 
their significance. Conversely, the most elaborate shrines may be as the 
shrine of Mulāy Idrīs I, which consist of an entire ‘holy town’ populated 
by the saint’s descendants dwelling in the vicinity of the tomb, and called 
(appropriately enough) Mulāy Idrīs. Examples of these two extremes are 
discussed below and appear in Photos 3 and 8.

In between these two extremes, most Moroccan saints’ shrines consist 
of elaborations of two basic structural designs: 

Figure 1A represents the basic domed qubba – a simple cube sur-
mounted by a dome, either smooth or ribbed. Figure 1B represents a vari-
ant with a pyramidal green-tiled roof, usually reserved for shrines of šurfā
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(descendants of the Prophet), although not all sharīfian shrines use this 
design.6 By adding these basic elements together, a variety of designs can 
be derived.

In size, they range from modest and cramped structures barely able 
to accommodate a dozen or so persons standing inside to structures that 
have much the same form and proportions (cube surmounted by a dome) 
but are many times the scale. Seen at a distance, very large shrines some-
times fool the eye and lead one to imagine they are much nearer than 
they are, and this trompe d’œil causes them to appear to recede as one 
approaches them.

Figure 1.  Basic tomb designs.

A B
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S H R I N E  A N D  C O M M U N I T Y :  
T E R R I T O R I A L  C O M M U N I T I E S

Most Moroccan saints’ shrines define communities of persons who have 
special relationships with the saint whose grave is the focus of the shrine. 
These communities may be territorial communities (a village, a tribe, a 
tribal section, a quarter of a town, or a town itself), pilgrimage communi-
ties (persons gathered together by a personal bond to the saint in ques-
tion) or they may be communities of elective affinity (e.g., sick or injured 
persons falling within certain categories of affliction, hoping for a cure, 
or persons attracted by some symbol or detail of the saint’s biography and 
finding signs of a mystical affinity in their visits to the shrine).

The range of territorial communities that may be associated with 
Moroccan saints’ shrines is extremely broad, ranging from localized 
patrilineages to the whole nation itself. In this section, I shall attempt to 
demonstrate the range of territorial communities that may be symbolical-
ly associated with a saint’s shrine by providing examples at various levels 
of inclusiveness. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram that illustrates some of 
the magnitudes of social grouping that are typically identified with saints’ 
shrines, and which serve as pilgrimage centres for those groupings.

In my survey, I shall attempt to classify these territorial shrine com-
munities using a pair of binary oppositions referring to the distribution of 
knowledge relating to the saint in question: endosemiotic versus exosemi-
otic, and esoteric versus exoteric.

The terms endo- and exosemiotic are borrowed from the ‘ecologi-
cal semiotics’ of Thomas A. Sebeok (1974) and are used here to indicate 
whether the communicative signal emitted by a shrine-cum-icon is, so 
to speak, ‘recognized’ primarily internally, within a particular territorial 
community (endosemiotic) or externally, in a wider outside community 
(exosemiotic). ‘Recognition’ in this context refers to whether people in 
general have heard of, and know about, the shrine in question such that 
they could identify or contextualize it briefly – whether, as we might 
say, the name of the shrine ‘resonates’ with them. For example, a shrine 
would be classed as endosemiotic if only its particular cultic community 
recognized it, whereas outsiders would not. Most of the ‘natural shrines’ 
discussed above would, of course, by their nature, be endosemiotic. A 
stranger could see them, but in the absence of local knowledge, would 
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not even recognize them as shrines, i.e. be able to fit them into a category 
of phenomena that the stranger and the local person shared. This would 
be a case where there is no substitute for local knowledge. This would be 
in contrast to most other ‘constructed’ shrines, in the cases of which the 
stranger would perhaps not know whose shrine it was but would certainly 
recognize that the structure is meant to be a shrine because it falls within 
the Moroccan architectural vocabulary of shrines. For purposes of clas-
sification in this discussion, the term ‘stranger’ should be understood to 
mean another Moroccan, i.e., someone familiar with Moroccan Islam and 
the architectural conventions of that country but who is not familiar with 
the particular history of regions distant from his or her own locality.

The reader who has followed the argument thus far will now perhaps 
realize that it is the exosemiotic aspect of Moroccan saints’ shrines that 
constitutes the focus of this paper. However, it is important not to lose 
sight of the fact that a shrine may be suspended in a double semiotic: in 
addition to whatever meaning it may connote to strangers, it may also be 
endosemiotic with respect to its particular shrine community. This inner 
meaningfulness may range from the superficial to the profound, and each 
shrine constitutes a universe of its own when it comes to documenting it.

The esoteric–exoteric distinction is of course familiar from sociologi-
cal studies of religion in the Weberian tradition and is used here to refer to 
relative patterns of distribution of cultic knowledge, with respect to a saint’s 
shrine. At the two extremes, knowledge may be either widely known (or at 
any rate accessible) to the public at large, or it can be restricted to a subset 
of that public who gain access to it by the following: birth into a privileged 
group, initiation and training, and education. Most religious institutions 
are neither exclusively esoteric nor exoteric in their pattern of knowledge 
distribution. Highly institutionalized cults and world religions typically 
have differential spheres of knowledge, some of which are exoteric and 
others esoteric. The Roman Catholic Church, for example, has a formal 
system of doctrinal and practical education of young Catholics, and in 
countries with significant Catholic populations, even non-Catholics have 
a pretty fair idea of Catholic beliefs, dogmas, and liturgical practices. This 
is the domain of exoteric knowledge, available and accessible to all. At the 
same time there are large bodies of esoteric religious knowledge which 
are restricted to church professionals and members of particular religious 
orders. The majority of esoteric knowledge in any religion consists of the 
minutiae of ritual practices: their details and sequences, their texts and 
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formulae, their origins and efficacies. It is publicly known that this esoteric 
knowledge exists (and, in ‘open societies’ in the Popperian sense, much of 
it is in fact relatively accessible), but most cult members do not find this 
knowledge relevant to their lives and “leave it to the experts” to immerse 
themselves in this domain of knowledge.

To the eso- and exoteric distinction, I find it necessary to add a third 
term, asoteric – a term which I realize has sometimes been used to refer 
to knowledge that is ‘hidden’ (e.g., in the S.  ūfī sense of occultation) – but 
which I stipulate here to denote knowledge that is so sparse or unsystem-
atic that it cannot be determined whether it is eso- or exoteric. This usually 
occurs when no one claims authority over knowledge about a saint.

The domain of the asoteric is not an uncommon property of folk be-
lief systems generally (Borhek and Curtis 1975: 115–20), where large parts 
of the cultural landscape consist of particularized bits of knowledge that 
are not incorporated within larger frameworks of meaning. Although 
the overall argument of this chapter is that saints’ shrines form part of a 
broader system of distributed knowledge, it is important to recognize the 
large number of shrines that exist and are at least minimally maintained, 

lineage
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nation
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confederation
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Figure 2.  Schematic of shrine communities based on territory or descent.
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but for which virtually no hagiographic or cultic details can be obtained. 
Such shrines are often in a state of visible, though not utter, dilapidation 
both physically and historically. Few details of the saint’s life, attributes, 
and miracles (xairāt) survive – this lack of specificity being explained by 
the fact that he or she lived “very long ago” (zik, zik, bәkri) or that “all his 
(or her) people are gone.” But this fact in no way diminishes the sacredness 
of the shrine. Passers-by will utter their tslīms and the occasional person 
will stop and pass a contemplative moment in its shade, absorbing its bara-
ka. Before the shrine collapses entirely into a heap of rubble, someone, it 
seems, will arrive and invest the time and energy and money to refurbish 
it to the point at least where imminent structural collapse is avoided – one 
of the random acts of generosity and piety so common in the quotidian life 
of Muslims. To borrow the terminology of Mary Douglas on the degree of 
organization of belief systems, asoteric cults are simply ‘low grid’ (Douglas 
1966). As intellectual structures, they may be little systematized, but their 
social importance and their significance in the praxis of sainthood should 
not be underestimated.

In order to provide some specificity for the points I have made, in the 
following section I list a series of examples of shrines and discuss them in 
terms of the inner-versus-outward orientation of the knowledge systems 
associated with them. We have already seen an example of a shrine at the 
local level – that of Sdī H.  mad Lfāsī who is at once the lineage-ancestor 
of one of the major groups settled in the village, a point of identification 
for the village as a whole, and focus of a small annual commemoration 
that brings together the people of a half dozen villages in the area. The 
subsequent examples presented here are intended to illustrate something 
of the range of territorial shrine communities and of magnitudes of saints 
and shrines that is indicated in Figure 2. The particular examples selected 
reflect cases familiar to me by firsthand knowledge and because there are 
some interesting interconnections between several of them which bear 
on my larger argument about saints’ shrines as systems of distributed 
knowledge. Although it might be more  convenient to begin at one end of 
the range and move systematically in one direction to the other end, I in 
fact begin with a case at the middle of the range of magnitude and move 
outward in both directions. I do this so that the interconnections alluded 
to may be followed.
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Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali: Exosemiotic and esoteric
My first example will illustrate an almost ideal-typical case of a tribal pa-
tron saint. I should make it clear here that ‘patron saint’ is not an emic 
concept in Shilh.   a culture but rather an analyst’s concept. Nonetheless, as a 
category, it denotes a neatly demarcated range of phenomena on the ground 
whose attributes are the strong identification, both internal and external, 
of a tribally organized people with the persona of a saint who is believed, 
through the flow of his baraka, to provide supernatural protection. It is 
believed that this protection carries out the following actions: it increases 
the food supply as the population grows (thus speaking to the primordial 
anxiety that results from as people with a fixed land supply adopting the 
Islamic rule of equal partable inheritance); it fends off animals, pests, and 
plagues that have so often devastated Moroccan cities; and it diverts at-
tempts on the part of the central government and its qā’ids to take away 
the cherished autonomy of tribal peoples and to impose taxation.

Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali is the patron saint of the Idaw Tanan, which is a 
confederation of three7 major tribes of varying size found in the extreme 
western High Atlas Mountains, north of Agadir, with a total population of 
around 55,000. The three tribes differ markedly in elevation, topography, 
vegetation, soil types, and relative remoteness from the historical loci of 
state power in the Sūs (namely the towns of Marrakesh, Essaouira, Agadir, 
and Tarudant). Although all Idaw Tanan can be described as agro-pas-
toralists, different parts of the confederation vary in the proportion of 
pastoral to agricultural production in their annual output. Those with a 
high proportion of agricultural production differ in the proportions of ir-
rigated to un-irrigated land they sow, and among those who are primarily 
irrigated farmers, there are differences in the proportion of orchard crops 
to market vegetables to grains. Some Idaw Tanan, who live on the seacoast, 
combine farming with offshore fishing, which is done in small boats. In 
December, it is not unknown for the inhabitants of the hamlets of Ait 
wAnzig, near the highest elevation, to be waiting for the snow cover to 
melt off their fields, while inhabitants of certain villages of Ait wAnukrim, 
near the seacoast, are tending the finger bananas they sell in small shops 
along the coastal highway. From the point of view of marketing, people in 
different sectors of the confederation orient their economic endeavours in 
all directions. In other words, the Idaw Tanan are a quite diverse people, 
and although their historical unity is obviously rooted in the contiguity of 
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the six tribes to one another, it cannot, however, be reduced to any obvi-
ous geographic, topographic, economic, or (indeed) ethnic homogeneity.8

What makes them one people is in fact their common adherence to their 
patron saint, Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, who is buried in a small neutral enclave 
where a number of tribes come together near the centre of the confedera-
tion. This location and enclave is considered to belong to all Idaw Tanan 
– not to any one tribe in particular.

Islam was implanted into the western High Atlas by a generation of 
eleventh- and twelfth-century CE missionaries known as the Irәgragәn,9
a number of whom later came to be regarded as saints in their own right, 
with shrines of their own. The generation of saints to whom Sdī Brahim 
u ‘Ali belongs dates from a later period of religious activity, the sixteenth 
century, a time of political upheaval and concomitant religious revival. The 
upheaval was due in part to the colonial expansion of the Spaniards and 
Portuguese along the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts of Morocco, and 
the inability of the old Marīnid-H.     āfsid state to recapture the lands seized 
by the Christian powers. In the general chaos, a variety of charismatic 
leaders arose in the interior, all vying with one another and with the deca-
dent remnants of the old state to lead the jihād against the European co-
lonialists. These movements were of two main sorts: ‘maraboutic’ leaders, 
consisting of magically inspired firebrands who appealed to the berber-
phone population, and Arabic-speaking šurfa (‘Sharīfians’ or descendants 
of the Prophet) who gained following among the nomadic populations of 
the desert fringes of Morocco. These various forces fought it out for over 
a century, with the Sharīfians, in the form of the Sa‘ādian dynasty, tri-
umphing in the end, and ushering in the Sharīfian model of the Moroccan 
monarchy that continues down to the present day. But, their triumph was 
tempered by the number of maraboutic principalities that had arisen in 
the interior and had done much of the work in driving out the Christians. 
These little ‘maraboutic states’ had become firmly established and rooted 
into the local populaces among whom they lived, and they were in effect 
autonomous political entities within Morocco, which the central Sharīfian 
government was unable to uproot.

Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali belonged to the missionary ‘order’ (if it can be called 
that) of Sdī Muh.ammad bin Slīmān al Jazūlī, a prolific theologian and 
revivalist. Other followers of al Jazūlī who became important regional 
saints include: Sdī H.  mad u Musa of Tazәrwalt, arguably the patron saint 
of southern Morocco; Sdī Sa‘īd u ‘Abd al Na‘īm of Ait Dāwd (Ih.ah.an); and 
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Sdī u Sdī of Tarudant. Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali and Sdī H.    mad u Musa are held to 
be legitimate šurfā, and not simply ‘marabouts.’

One of the few really solid facts known of the life of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali 
is his death date: 1583. Much of his life was probably spent organizing 
the Berber-speaking peoples of the interior to deal with the Portuguese, 
who had established themselves in and around what is today the town of 
Agadir and who sought allies and trading partners as far inland as the 
oases of the Tafilālt.

What comes down to us in text and legend of his life portrays him as 
an almost ideal typical saint of his time: he was a šrīf or descendant of the 
Prophet who associated himself with a Berber-speaking population, and 
he propagated Islam among them. Through his moral example and inspi-
rational leadership, he welded the inhabitants of the southern slopes of the 
western High Atlas – who had no distinctive identity up to that time – into 
a cohesive mass. This collective effort would become known in history 
as the Idaw Tanan – a confederation renowned far and wide throughout 
the Sūs for their determined spirit of independence and commitment to 
self-government.

The great saint is credited with many of the amenities of the Idaw 
Tanan landscape, in particular the discovery of many of the springs that 
water the land. For this reason, his descendants number among them 
several water-diviners renowned throughout the Sūs. Much of the corpus 
of legend surrounding Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali relates to various customs and 
structural arrangements peculiar to the Idaw Tanan confederation that 
are related to their having maintained de facto autonomy for three centu-
ries following the death of the saint. The ‘three-thirds’ system of internal 
balance is credited for staving off any major internal bloodletting since the 
time of the saint. Also, a variety of particular arrangements, such as the 
partitioning of the Idaw Mt.  at sub-tribe between the two rival tribes of Ait 
Tankәrt and Ait Wa‘zzūn, might be regarded as the archetype of the saint’s 
political leadership: achieving a balance of interests and populace through 
innovative thinking.

Of greater importance in the minds of Idaw Tanan than the political 
arrangements Sdī Brahim effected within the confederation, however, was 
his action on behalf of the confederation vis-à-vis the state. In a protracted 
contest with the great Sa‘ādian sult. ān, Mulāy Ah.mad al Mans.ūr al Đāhabī, 
who reigned from 1578 to 1603, Sdī Brahim is believed to have secured 
state recognition that the Idaw Tanan, under their sharīfian marabouts, 
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were ‘justly governed’ and hence absolved from paying taxes to the govern-
ment. For the Idaw Tanan this is the charter of their righteous autonomy. 
However, no official of the state seems ever to have heard of this charter, 
and the Idaw Tanan were largely treated as rebels and brigands in dealings 
with the state.

In addition to this disparity between the indigenous and state ac-
counts, there is a curious disjuncture between the indigenous legend and 
what we know of the history of the period as well. The oral accounts of 
the Idaw Tanan make no mention of the fact that, during the lifetime of 
Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, the Portuguese had colonies along the Atlantic coast of 
Morocco, with a bastion on the tiny island of Tamaraxt, where Idaw Tanan 
territory abuts the ocean, and that the Portuguese had several times con-
ducted raids into the mountains of ‘Dautanente’ (Cenival 1934:17). When 
added to the standard explanation in Moroccan historiography of the rise 
of the ‘maraboutic challenge’ in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries – namely the inability of the state to drive out the Christian colo-
nists – with the concomitant rise in the interior of various marabouts who 
promised a successful jihād against the Europeans, it is hard to believe that 
the ascendancy of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, too, was not somehow related to the 
Portuguese challenge. Yet there is no hint of this in the folk legend.

Suffice it to say, the Idaw Tanan and the igurramәn who lived near the 
saint’s shrine at Tiγanimin prospered in their relationship with one anoth-
er. The igurramәn grew numerous and many moved out from Tiγanimin 
to live amongst the people who supported them, situating themselves in 
small zāwīyas (holy villages) mainly located on inter-tribal borders, the 
better to safeguard peaceable relations and to bring their baraka closer to 
the people.

So prosperous did the Ait Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali become through their 
association with the Idaw Tanan that, in the nineteenth century, they were 
able to construct a magnificent five-domed shrine over their ancestor’s 
grave (Photo 3), and the spring and fall fairs that were held there, not only 
were celebrations of Idaw Tanan identity and solidarity (Photo 4), but also 
were famed afar and attracted visitors from throughout the Tashelhait-
speaking area of Morocco. Although the shrine itself is highly exosemi-
otic, the cult remains esoteric since the protection of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali 
is fundamentally linked to the people and the land of Idaw Tanan. If a 
stranger comes to live amongst the Idaw Tanan, he or she must “take Sdī 
Brahim u ‘Ali as his wālī.” A stranger temporarily visiting Idaw Tanan 
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Photo 3.   Village of Tiγanimin (Idaw Tanan). The shrine of Sdī Brahim 
u ‘Ali is the domed, whitewashed complex, centre-left.

Photo 4.   Head of the maraboutic community pronouncing a blessing 
on the Idaw Tanan people at the shrine of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, 
Spring anәmuggwar, 1969.

,

,
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may, by the mere proclamation of a tslīm, put him or herself under the 
saint’s temporary protection. The question of whether the saint’s powers 
go with Idaw Tanan people when they leave the country is slightly more 
vexed, but on the whole it is agreed that they do not.

Sdī H.    mad u Musa: Exosemiotic and esoteric
If Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali presents an ideal-typical case of a tribal or confedera-
tional saint cult, our next case presents a similarly ideal-typical case of a 
regional saint cult. What we have here is a similar phenomenon, except 
at a higher level of organization. The shrine is located high in the Anti-
Atlas Mountains in what is today the sleepy little village of Illiγ, a location 
which was, up through the nineteenth century, a caravan town of the first 
importance and the capital of a powerful state that maintained diplomatic 
relations with several European powers.

Sdī H.  mad u Musa is the most renowned and most powerful saint 
of the Sūs. This vast region of southern Morocco includes the High and 
Central Atlas ranges and the area to the south, including the h.  ammādas
and steppes, up to the edge of the sandy desert itself. His saintly persona is 
hagiographically rich and his legend and exploits well-known and oft-told 
throughout the Sūs.

Like Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali, he is one of the so-called ‘Tenth-Century 
Saints’ – a radiation of charismatic missionary saints of the tenth Muslim 
century (roughly the sixteenth century CE), who reinforced Islam in 
a land that has been nominally Muslim since the era of ‘Abdullah bәn 
Dris – the son of Mulāy Idrīs II, who established Muslim rule in southern 
Morocco, which he governed from his provincial capital at Aγmāt. But 
by all accounts, up through the sixteenth century CE, the religious life of 
remote rural areas was a syncretistic mélange of Christian and Jewish be-
liefs and practices that were continued on from Romano-Berber antiquity 
with an admixture of indigenous pre-Islamic beliefs and practices, includ-
ing allegedly mummery, thaumaturgy, and orgiastic nocturnal revelries 
by the light of gigantic bonfires. Whatever their doctrinal tenets – which 
tended toward Mālikī rigorism and Sunnī orthodoxy – the Tenth-Century 
Saints established a distinctively Moroccan social form: the ‘maraboutic 
state.’ This state existed as a regional theocratic political form that was 
able to send down deep Islamic roots in the local society. It did so by de-
emphasizing the abstract, universal, and remote elements of Islam, and 
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Photo 5a.  Tazәrwalt, in the Anti-Atlas, general view of Illiγ on the open-
ing day of the musәm of Sdī H.    mad u Musa, Fall 1969. Various 
groups of visitors and adepts are gathered in groups and in 
tents on the hill above the mosque, performing rites and recit-
ing prayers. The bottom half of the picture shows the market 
associated with the musәm.

by creating local foci of religious devotion and local politico-religious 
elites in the form of maraboutic zāwīyas. Much of the long-term success of 
the maraboutic states that sprang up all over Morocco rested upon their 
ability to muster mass support for jihād movements that eventually led 
to the expulsion of the Spanish and Portuguese from Morocco. The cen-
tral government, using its standing army, had proved unequal to the task 
of expelling the Christians, and for two centuries, as we have seen, the 
Moroccan government was plagued with small, dissident theocratic states 
in its midst, governed by the maraboutic descendants of the Tenth-Century 
Saints. One of the longest-lasting of these was the ‘kingdom’ (as it came to 
be called) of Tazәrwalt, with its capital at Illiγ, in the Anti-Atlas, governed 
by the descendants of Sdī H.    mad u Musa (Justinard 1954). Several times in 
the course of its history, this southern state nearly overcame the ‘kingdom 
of Fez’ (Julien 1985:493), and it maintained its own separate diplomatic re-
lations with European powers and dominated much of the trans-Saharan 
trade between Morocco and West Africa.
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Photo 5b.  The green-tiled shrine of  Sdī H.     mad u Musa at Illiγ. On the 
first day of their visit, pilgrims queue to enter the tomb and 
utter their respects to the saint and his descendants.
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As a saint of extraordinary powers (izmawәn), Sdī  H.    mad u Musa 
impressed himself deeply on the socio-political life of the Anti-Atlas 
Mountains. Although there is little direct evidence to prove it, there is 
some reason to believe that much of the success of the saint himself and 
his descendants related to their role in managing the feud-like relations 
that were endemic in these mountains between two ethnic blocs (lәffs) who 
inhabited the Anti-Atlas, the Ahuggwa, and the Igәzzulәn. At the risk of 
over-simplifying, we may speculate that the marabouts used their sacred 
status to symbolize a wider whole and were thus able both to dampen the 
internecine violence of the lәff wars and to turn the energy they involved 
outward, against the Europeans and the Moroccan state.

Today the peoples of the Anti-Atlas participate in the semi-annual 
fairs and markets held at the saint’s shrine at Illiγ, and indeed many doz-
ens of busses and trucks bring pilgrims from the entire Sūs. Most adult 
Berber speakers I know have attended the fair at Illiγ several times and 
acknowledge Sdī  H.    mad u Musa as “a saint of saints.”

As a major regional shrine, Sdī  H.    mad u Musa is obviously exosemiot-
ic. I think it is the case that every man in the Sūs knows of this great shrine 
and, if he has not done so already, aspires one day to visit the anәmuggwar
at Illiγ. But it is not a question of a proselytizing religious order. Sdī  H.    mad 
u Musa ‘means’ something special to all the people of the Sūs, and non-
Sūsī Moroccans may honour him. But they do not aspire to ‘take him’ as 
their saint or to be initiated into the rites of the shrine. Thus, although his 
cult has a much broader constituency than that of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali – and 
includes that of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali – it is still fundamentally particularistic 
and esoteric.

‘Ali u Lәh. sәn: Endosemiotic and asoteric
About forty kilometres east of Agadir and some six kilometres from the 
small town of Amәskrud.  , in a wilderness location far from any human 
habitation, a dirt track passes a simple rammed-earth shed that once had 
a flat roof, which is now collapsed. This humble structure turns out to 
be a saint’s tomb. Indeed, it is said to be the tomb of a šrīf (descendant in 
the agnatic line of the Prophet), none other than ‘Ali u Lәh.  sәn, father of 
Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali and (presumably), uncle of Sdī  H.    mad u Musa. Inside 
the building, there is no visible sign of there being a grave, and the site is 
without elaboration.

,
,
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On genealogical grounds 
– following the logic of mar-
aboutism – one would have 
guessed that this would be 
a very important site in the 
confederation, and yet so far 
as I have been able to ascer-
tain there is no ma‘rūf, no 
musәm, and no anәmuggwar
connected with this tomb. 
In fact, I have driven past it a 
number of times in the com-
pany of tribesmen who failed 
to pronounce a tslīm. It is 
not even clear to me whether 
it can even be considered a 
‘shrine.’ When asked if it is 
a maqām, some say “yes,” 
some say “no,” and others 
shrug their shoulders. If it is 
a shrine, it is obviously near 
the lower threshold of that 
semantic category. All this, 
despite the fact that there is 
complete agreement that it is 
the actual grave of the actual 

Photo 6.  Shrine of ‘Ali u Lәh.  sәn, Idaw 
Tanan.

,

biological father of Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali of Tiγanimin. In contrast to the richly 
elaborated corpus of legends that pertain to Sdī Brahim, his father’s life is 
strikingly devoid of incident and detail. Other than his name and burial 
place, there are no biographical details. According to legend, Sdī Brahim 
u ‘Ali arrived into Idaw Tanan by accidentally straying into the country 
while on a lion hunting expedition (lions being the iconic signatures of 
Tenth-Century Saints). The question then naturally arises: where was Sdī 
‘Ali’s original home? Unknown. Did he have an uncle named Sdī Musa – as 
the claim that Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali and Sdī H.      mad u Musa were first cousins 
would seem to imply? Unknown. How and where did he die and how did 
he come to be buried out in this wilderness? Unknown.

,

,

,
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Was ‘Ali u Lәh.  sәn even a saint? Here again, a range of answers. If one 
asks the question using the term ‘s.  salih.  ,’ some say yes and some say no. If 
one asks the question using the term ‘wālī,’ the answer is, “no, but his son 
was a wālī.” 

The tomb is endosemiotic – most strangers passing by would, I think, 
guess that it was a shelter for goatherds or, if they were familiar with the lo-
cal economy, possibly a storage shed for people out collecting dwarf palm 
(the fibre of a plant, Sereona repens, that grows wild over the Idaw Tanan 
highlands, and which can be processed for use as mattress stuffing). The 
complete absence of ritual and of a shrine community and nil elabora-
tion of the usual hagiographic details and legends makes it, in my terms, 
‘asoteric.’ Indeed, for a ‘constructed’ shrine, I think it must come close to 
defining the lower possible limit of institutionalization. Tumbledown and 
ramshackle as the structure might be, someone has at some point invested 
energy in the effort, however incomplete, of refurbishment and mainte-
nance.

Lālla Maryam Gwugadir: Endosemiotic and asoteric
Here we have another shrine of a putative relative of Sdī Brahim u‘Ali, 
this time his daughter, Maryam. The shrine of Lālla [Saint, feminine] 
Maryam Gwugadir is located inside the perimeter wall of the Qas.  ba, the 
old Portuguese bastion later turned into an urban quarter of Agadir. The 
shrine is not visible at all from any vantage point within the Qas.  ba, and, 
indeed, might well be the most endosemiotic shrine in all of Morocco, for 
it is literally underground, buried under several metres of earth and rubble 
that covers the quarter.

In the first half of the twentieth century, the Qas.  ba was a thriving 
urban quarter of Agadir, a port town that had grown steadily from the end 
of World War I onwards. On February 29, 1960, a devastating earthquake 
struck Agadir, killing a third of its inhabitants, injuring another third, and 
utterly flattening the Qas.     ba and the adjacent quarters of Ih.   šaš and Talburjt, 
in all three of which the death toll approached 90 per cent. These three 
neighbourhoods were eventually deemed beyond repair and were covered 
over with huge mounds of earth that were smoothed over and preserved 
as memorials to the victims of the earthquake, and eventually the centre 
of gravity of the town of Agadir shifted southward along the seacoast. The 
perimeter walls of the Qas.  ba were reconstructed, but nothing was ever 

,
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rebuilt in the interior. It is today an historic site and viewpoint from which 
one can, on a clear day, look far down the Atlantic coast, as far as the Wādī 
Māssa.

However, in the 1960s and 1970s, if one had a guide, it was possible to 
locate, amid a rubble of large boulders in a certain precinct of the Qas.  ba, 
an opening that led down into a dark, cave-like space that had been sur-
reptitiously excavated, and from the far end of which one could, with some 
difficulty, by laying prone on the ground, reach one’s hand down through 
a fissure and touch a corner of what was claimed to be a remnant of the 
dome of the shrine of a female saint, Lālla Maryam. In 1970 I paid a visit 
to this shrine.

Being a tagurramt or marabout, and being of the flesh and blood of one 
of the most venerated saints of the region, Lālla Maryam would ipso facto 
have been a personage of considerable sanctity and venerability during her 
lifetime (first half of the seventeenth century CE), but hardly anything is 
known of her biography, including the circumstances whereby she came 
to be buried in the bastion of Agadir.

So far as I have been able to ascertain, her qubba in the pre-earth-
quake period was a modest, neighbourhood shrine that was an object of 
visitation mainly by Idaw Tanan tribesmen who had moved to Agadir, 
and it was adjacent to a small zāwīya in which living descendants of Sdī 
Brahim u ‘Ali through Lālla Maryam subsisted on donations from the 
visitors. Living, as they did, away from the igurramәn of their homeland, 
Idaw Tanan tribesmen working as labourers in the Port of Agadir, or in 
the citrus- and sardine-packing houses of the region, appear to have be-
haved in respect of this shrine in much the same way they did and still 
do the various ‘daughter-zāwīyas’ scattered throughout the Idaw Tanan 
confederation – that is, treating it as a source of baraka. Or perhaps it was 
functionally similar to the proxy stone shrine that the Rgībāt had erected 
a couple of kilometres away – a token in a strange land of a highly local 
religion that does not travel well. There is some suggestion also that the 
marabouts who tended the shrine provided rudimentary inn facilities for 
Idaw Tanan tribesmen who had business in town – that is, in return for 
a small donation, one could find a place to sleep, some tea to drink, and 
water for ablutions.

By the 1980s, the civic authorities had closed down this shrine, declar-
ing it to be illegal, and a threat to public safety and sanitation. The telltale 
boulders were removed and road graders smoothed over the surface, so 

,
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that absolutely no trace remained of the entrance. Even in pre-earthquake 
times, the shrine of Lālla Maryam appears to have been endosemiotic; 
it does not show up at all on aerial photos taken from several angles of 
the old Qas.      ba, and its cultic significance appears to have been esoteric in 
the sense that its appeal was limited to extraterritorial members of a tribal 
community through the indirect connection to its patron saint. In the 
1960 to 1980 period following the earthquake, when the shrine was made 
accessible via the illegal excavations, it was an ‘underground’ cult in more 
than one sense. It was known only by word of mouth and access to it re-
quired negotiations with and payments to the half-blind custodian. Now it 
is no more, although I have been told that a dwindling number of devotees 
gather annually on what they reckon to be the site for a ma‘rūf.

Sdī Bū Qnādil: Exosemiotic and exoteric
Not more than a hundred metres downhill from Lālla Maryam is another 
saint’s shrine: that of Sdī Bū Qnādil, who is, so far as is known, no rela-
tion of the saints previously discussed here. This shrine is aboveground 
and consists of the classic square whitewashed qubba with a high dome 
that glistens in the sunlight, visible for many kilometres up and down the 
Atlantic seacoast.

Amongst people of learning and piety in Morocco there is a form of 
locution whereby, when a man is intending to visit a particular town, he 
does not state his intention by mentioning the name of the town, but rather 
he states the name of an important saint associated with that town. For ex-
ample, if I were intending to go to Salé, I might say, “I am going to visit Sdī 
Abdallah bin H.asūn.” In this way, the names of the important saints of the 
land are remembered and propagated. Used in this way, the locution is not 
taken literally, the term ‘visit’ also being used to mean ‘make a pilgrimage 
to.’ It is merely a convention of expression.

Thus, if I were going to Agadir, I would say “I am going to visit Sdī 
Bū Qnādil” (ra-n-nftu nzur sdi bu qnadil). Sdī Bū Qnādil is the shrine 
of a saint on the slopes of the great promontory that overlooks the Bay 
of Agadir and the saint’s name doubles as a synonym for the typonym 
Agadir. Even more than the great old Portuguese qas.  ba (bastion) of Santa 
Cruz that is situated high above the shrine on the top of the promontory, 
the whitewashed saint’s shrine dominates the natural harbour and port of 
Agadir, a key strategic locality of Atlantic Morocco for centuries.

,
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By any measure, Sdī Bū Qnādil is a rather marginal saint, as saints go, 
to occupy the august role of ‘patron saint’ of a town as large as Agadir. But, 
Agadir, being an essentially modern town, which did not exist in its pres-
ent form before the twentieth century, can be said to be somewhat short 
of indigenous saints and has to do with Sdī Bū Qnādil, whose tomb can at 
least claim some iconic merit (see Photo 7). Like the Old North Church of 
Boston, it is a beacon from land and from sea, visible from afar in a wide 
range of light and weather conditions.

The cult of Sdī Bū Qnādil is quite minor indeed. Many residents of 
Agadir are unable to say anything definite about the saint himself and 
most have never visited his shrine in the sense of having stopped there, 
removed their shoes, and entered the qubba, despite having passed it hun-
dreds of times on coastal highway that leads north to Essaouira.

What Sdī Bū Qnādil shows us is that a saint’s shrine can be a signifi-
cant symbol on a regional level without being an important focus of reli-
gious devotion within the community it has become an icon of. Certainly 
few people ever come to Agadir for the sole purpose of visiting the shrine 
of Sdī Bū Qnādil. Perhaps a certain number visit it because they happen 
to be going to Agadir and pass by it on the road. Moreover, few residents 
of Agadir would say that Sdī Bū Qnādil is in any way ‘their’ patron saint, 
though if they are traditionalists they would certainly pronounce a tslīm
as they pass by.

Therefore in terms of our contrasts, Sdī Bū Qnādil is highly exosemi-
otic. That it, it has a high level of iconographic recognition over a broad 
area – few adults in the Sūs (including Agadir) would fail to comprehend 
what I mean when I say I am going to visit Sdī Bū Qnādil, and of those that 
had been to Agadir, few would fail to pick it out of a set of photographs 
of saints’ shrines that I showed them. But while this is true, it also has 
a low degree of meaningfulness, qua religious symbol, and a low degree 
of elaboration as a religious cult. For the citizens of the town of which it 
is emblematic, Agadir, it is a landmark that projects local meaning and 
identity to the outside world, in a fashion similar to the Coit Tower in San 
Francisco, the CN Tower in Toronto, or the Eiffel Tower in Paris. To be 
sure, the shrine even has its cultic adherents, who appear to be residents of 
the nearby industrial suburb of Anfa, and who constitute, so far as I can 
ascertain, a community of elective affinity of persons who have made it 
their shrine, and who attend a small musәm (annual gathering) in connec-
tion with it, and who obviously contribute to its maintenance and annual 
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whitewashing. But, as a cult, it ranks low on doctrine and legitimization 
– and, in this sense, is typical of a very large number of small shrine cults 
throughout Morocco. I class it as ‘exoteric’ since the knowledge system of 
the adherents of the cult community is in no way specialized or restric-
tive. The sum total of the cult’s doctrine is small and, unless I am quite 
mistaken, little systematized: perhaps it is a degree more systematic than 
the shrine of ‘Ali u Lәh.  sәn, but probably less even than the cult of Lālla 
Maryam, located nearby.

Mulāy Idrīs I, Al Kāmil: Exosemiotic and exoteric
I conclude this little survey with two examples that relate to shrine com-
munities at the national level. Without question, Mulāy Idrīs I (ca. 740–791) 
is the national saint of Morocco, the founder of the nation in its Muslim 
identity. A direct descendant of the Prophet (šrīf) and great-great-grand-
son of ‘Ali, last of the four ‘rightly-guided’ caliphs revered by both Sunnīs 

Photo 7.   Sdī Bū Qnādil and the Port of Agadir, circa 1950.

,
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and Šī‘īs (Shi’ites). Idrīs ibn ‘Abdul.l.ah al-Kāmil found refuge in Morocco 
from persecution by the ‘Abbāsids in Iraq. He was accepted as a spiritual 
leader by a group of tribal chiefs in Walīlī (the old Romano-Berber capital 
of Volubulis), given a Berber wife, and invited to convert the Berbers to 
Islam. As it happens, he died before he had much of an opportunity to 
govern, but at the time of his death, his wife, Kanza, was pregnant with 
a male child who would become Mulāy Idrīs II. Mulāy Idrīs was buried 
in a zāwīya on a hill (Jbel Zarhūn) near Wālīlī, the site of the present-day 
shrine erected to revere him.

Idrīs I essentially determined the direction of Moroccan Islam. Given 
the fact of his descent from ‘Ali, together with the fact of his enmity toward 
the ‘Abbāsids, he might well have been expected to have Šī‘ī leanings. The 
regime he established in Morocco was, indeed, separatist: it proclaimed 
itself a ‘caliphate’ in opposition to the ‘Abbāsid caliphate in Baghdad – a 
challenge of considerable magnitude. But his regime was a Sunnī regime.

The son (Idrīs II) was literally the embodiment of Morocco itself. He 
bore the double legitimacy of a sharifian spirit (ruh. ), which he acquired 
through his father, and a Berber body, which he acquired through his 
mother, and an even larger corpus of legend has grown up around him than 

Photo 8.  
Town of Mulāy Idrīs  
of Jbel Zarhūn. Center: 
tomb of Mulāy Idrīs I, 
al Kāmil
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around his father, for he lived much longer and accomplished much more, 
both politically and culturally. Under his leadership,10 a new national state 
was created, centred on the new town he built some forty kilometres away: 
the city of Fez. This city is the spiritual and intellectual capital of Morocco 
and was built congruent with a new style of statecraft that emanated from 
it over much of the present-day territory of Morocco. Idrīs II died in 824 
and he was buried in Fez.

The shrine of Mulāy Idrīs I (Photo 8) consists of a green-tiled shrine 
structure, which houses a madrāsa. Just as with the village of Tiγanimin 
(Photo 3) – though on a far grander scale – the saint’s shrine is surround-
ed by the houses of his descendants. Indeed, the whole of the hill now 
consists of a ‘holy town’ that is the great pilgrimage centre of all Morocco, 
residence in which is restricted to blood descendants of Idrīs I. The great 
pilgrimage in Morocco consists of a trip to Fez to visit this shrine, followed 
by a day-trip out to Jbel Zarhūn. This pilgrimage is at once a celebration of 
religious and national identity. In this sense, it exemplifies on a broad scale 
what smaller and more localized shrine communities achieve on a more 
modest scale. Only the h.  ajj to Mecca is a greater pilgrimage.

Clearly, the shrine is exosemiotic, as every Moroccan knows of it. And, 
although there is an additional corpus of esoteric knowledge available to 
pilgrims who can prove they are šurfā, for most of its visitors, the knowl-
edge connected with the shrine is exoteric – open to all.

Sdī Muh.  ammad Laxamīs: Exosemiotic and exoteric 
Sdī Muh.   ammad V was the sultan of Morocco from 1927 until his death in 
1961, a period that included the last years of the French Protectorate and 
the early years of independence (during which period, to be technically 
correct, his title was changed from sult.  ān to mālik [king]). In 1953, he was 
forcibly taken into exile and a puppet king appointed in his place. Popular 
resistance to this move constituted the beginnings of active resistance to 
French colonialism and combined with other currents in post-war inter-
national politics led to the ending of the protectorate in 1956 and the resto-
ration of the Sharīfian throne in Morocco. The firm and astute leadership 
provided by Muh.   ammad V during his exile contributed to the respect in 
which he is held, even to those Moroccans who might have preferred to 
see an end to the monarchy. Following his death, he was buried in a mau-
soleum on the grounds of the H.    asan Mosque in Rabat (Photo 9), a modern 
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building that is a de facto shrine of Moroccan independence, reinforcing 
the thread of continuity between past and present, and the centrality of the 
monarchy to national identity.

One needs only watch a group of schoolchildren, bussed to Rabat from 
some remote location in the country, gathered on the steps of the mauso-
leum, listening to a lecture on the independence struggle, and then follow 
them inside as they gaze in hushed silence at the grave markers of the king-
saint who is presented as the founder of modern Morocco, just as Mulāy 
Idrīs I was the founder of ancient Morocco, to realize the illocutionary 
power of place and space when they are set within an interpretive schema.

The building is officially dubbed a mausoleum and not a ‘shrine,’ and 
the official texts that accompany it are understated and diplomatic (after 
all, a large proportion of the visitors are French nationals). But the artful 
use of vast space, and the distinctive lighting and acoustic effects provided 
by marble, and the reverential piety that overtakes the noisy schoolchildren 

Photo 9.   Mausoleum of King Muh.   ammad V, Rabat
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as they ascend the steps and enter into the tomb, leave no doubt that this is 
the very essence of a Moroccan shrine.

Unlike the other shrines in our survey, entrance into this shrine is 
not restricted to Muslims. Indeed, it is one of the three or four key tour-
ist sites of Rabat, the national capital, and it is daily filled with visitors 
from abroad, and its meaning explained by numerous tourist guides who 
inhabit the place and explain it to whoever pays their fee.

S U M M A R Y

Table 1. Summary of attributes of territorial shrine communities.

Endosemiotic Exosemiotic Esoteric Exoteric

Sdī Brahim u 
‘Ali P P

Sdī H.   mad u 
Musa P P

‘Ali u Lәh.   sәn P [asoteric]

Lālla Maryam 
Gwugadir P [asoteric]

Sdī Bū Qnādil P P

Mulāy Idrīs I Al 
Kāmil P P

Sdī Muh.   ammad 
V P P

If we look at Table 1, which summarizes the attributes of the knowledge 
systems of the territorial shrine communities surveyed in this section, we 
can see that they seem to fall into three broad categories. First, there are 
the very minor shrines known only to small constituencies in a locality 
(‘Ali u Lәh.  sәn and Lālla Maryam Gwugadir). They are endosemiotic and 
their ideologies are esoteric, or, perhaps (as I have suggested), so diffuse 
and fragmentary as to merit another term, sub-esoteric or ‘asoteric.’ The 
shrine of Sdī H.  mad Lfāsī, discussed earlier, would probably also fit into 
this category.

,

,
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Then (second), at the opposite extreme, there are the shrines of ‘patron 
saints’ of identifiable territorial communities at the tribal, confederational, 
urban, regional, and national levels (Mulāy Idrīs I Al Kāmil, Sdī Muh.   am-
mad V, and – despite appearing out-of-place in such august company – Sdī 
Bū Qnādil. The knowledge systems of the shrines at the higher (or wider) 
levels are exoteric and accessible to all. 

Finally (and third), there are the regional and tribal “patron saints”. 
These are the shrines that are most obviously at the nexus of a double 
semiotic. Their “inner” and “outer” meanings are different, but equally 
important. In the table, I have classed the knowledge and ritual systems of 
the patron saints of smaller communities as ‘esoteric’ simply because there 
are so many of them throughout Morocco that one needs to tap into local 
knowledge to access them, and their inner meanings are not likely to be of 
interest except to the communities they serve.

S H R I N E  A N D  C O M M U N I T Y :  
P I L G R I M A G E  C O M M U N I T I E S

A pilgrimage is, in Arabic, a ziyāra, from the root √zwr, “to visit.” The pil-
grim arrives at the shrine bearing a gift or donation called, in Tashelhait, 
‘әzziyart.’ One does not go empty-handed on a pilgrimage. The donations, 
ideally including at least one animal for slaughter, are presented upon ar-
rival to the descendants of the saints or other persons who tend the shrine. 
If the visit is in an off-peak period for visitors, or if one is visiting an agur-
ram (hereditary saint or marabout) with whom one has an established 
tithing relationship, the әzziyart would certainly entitle one to lodging 
and meals in the agurram’s guest room. However, most pilgrimages occur 
on fixed dates and in connection with a fair called ‘anәmuggwar’ (plural 
‘inәmuggwarәn’). Large fairs attract thousands of people at a time, so that 
there is no possible way the hosts could accommodate them all in their 
houses and guest-rooms, and thus the pilgrims have to live in vast tent 
communities on the outskirts of the fair grounds.

The Moroccan anәmuggwar is in many respects similar to the medi-
eval European fall fair. On a fixed date, the visitors converge from all di-
rections, speaking diverse languages (Tashelhait, Tamazight, Arabic) and 
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dialects. They come by horse, by mule, by donkey, by auto, by trucks, and, 
nowadays, most often by chartered busses, and spend two or three days, 
alternately visiting the shrine itself and engaging in a variety of ancillary 
religious activities surrounding it. Also they are participating as buyers 
and sellers in the temporary market – a vast suq of tents, temporary stalls, 
and merchants operating in a space no bigger than a carpet or reed mat 
that has been rolled out on the ground.

For most Moroccans nowadays, a pilgrimage to a distant anәmuggwar
is an organized affair, usually promoted by a local entrepreneur who ar-
ranges the hire of a bus or a truck and collects money in advance to trans-
port tribesmen to a shrine they have likely heard about all their lives and 
now, having the disposable cash, the free time, and the opportunity, they 
resolve to visit. The voyage involves a mixture of sacred and secular mo-
tives and thoughts. To visit a famous saint’s shrine is a good thing (xir) – a 
meritorious accomplishment in and of itself – and will also garner baraka
for the pilgrim. When it is all over, he (for it is usually a he) will return 
home with tales of faraway lands and peoples and also a range of goods 
purchased at the fair that will be redistributed widely to kith and kin.

The pilgrimage community gathered at an anәmuggwar is not a 
temporary gathering of a far-flung community composed exclusively of 
devotees of the saint’s cult. Rather it is a short-lived and adventitious social 
grouping of people who have come out of diverse motives, ranging from 
those who have come primarily for marketing purposes (the merchants 
and wholesalers) at one end of the spectrum, through those first-time visi-
tors who go on pilgrimages as a type of destination-tourism combining 
travel, marketing, and religious learning, to many-time repeat-attendees 
who actually are, in the strict sense of the term, devotees of the particular 
saint, at the opposite end of the spectrum.

In the case of well-established saint cults associated with maraboutic 
corporations, one can say, with no disrespect implied, that the anәmuggwar 
is an important part of the “saint business.” The associated market and 
fair bring in significant revenue from required fees that merchants have 
to pay before setting up their tents or rolling out their mats. The associa-
tion of markets with pilgrimages is obviously synergistic, and in the fall, 
when farmers and tribesmen have paid off their debts and have a bit of 
disposable cash on them, the busses make their return journeys to the 
tribal homelands from whence they came, their luggage compartments 
and roofs heavily laden with goods and gifts.
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By definition, a shrine that has the renown and reputation to attract 
pilgrims by the thousands from a wide catchment area is exosemiotic. The 
very desire that drives many ordinary people to visit a particular shrine 
someday is planted in the telling and retelling of the pilgrimage accounts 
of kinsmen and neighbours who have returned from earlier pilgrimages. 
And it follows from this that such communities are enmeshed in an exo-
teric corpus of knowledge – the legend of the saint and his or her powers 
and miracles needs to be encoded in an accessible and memorable narra-
tive that sparks the imagination of listeners.

For most ordinary Berber tribesmen, a pilgrimage to Mecca – the gold 
standard of all life experiences – is understood to be on the far outer edge 
of what is economically possible. But a pilgrimage to a shrine a day’s bus 
ride away from home is within the realm of possibility, and every autumn 
the highways of the Sūs are crowded with traffic moving to and from 
saints’ shrines on the anәmuggwar circuit.

The pilgrimage community is thus primarily an ad hoc community, 
consisting of a variety of people who have foregathered for a variety of 
motives – all having something to do with the shrine, but, in most cases, 
a fairly heterogeneous lot. Some are no more than tourists, their pockets 
brimming with cash from the sale of fall produce and off to have a bit of 
fun. Next year,  many of these visitors will go off in a different direction 
to attend the fair of another saint. Casual visitors of this sort will visit 
the saint’s shrine to pay their respects but otherwise may spend their day 
or two at the site in mainly secular pursuits. Others are simply itinerant 
merchants, there to engage in commerce. Others may be members of local 
communities that have a special relationship with the saint. These may 
come bearing prestations – bulls or sheep to be sacrificed at the shrine, 
mules laden with bags of grain or carpets and teapots, all to be presented 
as tokens of membership in tribal or regional communities. Yet others 
may be cult devotees who have deeply personal connections with the saint 
and who have never missed an anәmuggwar for years. These spend hours 
together praying and chanting and demonstrating their devotion.
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S H R I N E S  A N D  S O C I E T I E S :  
C O M M U N I T I E S  O F  E L E C T I V E  A F F I N I T Y

Over time, some shrines become oriented to specialized communities that 
are neither territorial publics in the vicinity of the shrine nor communities 
of devotees who gather periodically, but rather categories of persons shar-
ing afflictions or aspirations in common.

In northern Morocco there is a tradition of health shrines that are 
associated with mineral springs and baths that goes back to Roman times 
and probably before. In the Muslim period, these have become associated 
with the personæ of Muslim saints. Further south, the tradition of cura-
tive baths and springs is only weakly developed.

Health shrines can be roughly divided into two categories. The first 
type is the shrine of a female saint, which attracts only women and is 
concerned with fertility and other gynaecological issues. The women who 
visit these shrines tend to be brought there by their fathers, and not their 
husbands, because it is their fathers who are anxious about the possibil-
ity that their married daughters might be returned to them if they fail to 
conceive after a year or so of marriage. Visitors to these ‘fertility shrines’ 
return home with an assortment of medicinal herbs, ointments, and amu-
lets purchased at the shrine.

The second category of shrine caters to both men and women of all 
ages and is a place where persons suffering from any of a broad range 
of afflictions, physical and mental, come, or, if they are moribund, are 
brought, hoping to find a cure. The ritual action at these shrines consists 
quite simply of prayers to God, but transmitted through the intercession 
of the saint at whose tomb the prayers are uttered. I am unaware of any 
‘magical’ actions or rites practiced at or in connection with these latter 
shrines, or of any curative substances sold at them, but it would not be 
surprising if such were found. Some shrines in this category are highly 
specialized as intercessory venues and may have up to a dozen recumbent 
persons, propped up against doorways, staring into space, or lying in the 
shade for most of the day, while others may have only one or two visitors 
coming for health purposes per week. Most of the ‘patients’ at such shrines 
are brought by relatives and left in the care of shrine custodians, who care 
for the patients for a week or more, having received a gift of әzziyart at the 
beginning of the visit.
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Unlike the territorial communities and pilgrimage communities dis-
cussed above, this latter category of ‘health’ shrine creates a community 
that is discontinuous both in space and time and whose ‘members’ have no 
substantial degree of interaction with one another. Also, those who tend 
specialized shrines of this sort generally claim no genealogical connection 
with the saint in question, and it would not be amiss, I think, to think of 
these shrines essentially as businesses in which hope and a certain amount 
of compassionate care are offered in return for a few alms.

One last type of shrine that attracts visitors on the basis of elective affin-
ity is what might be called the ‘talent’ shrine to which individuals aspiring 
to various sorts of creative careers come in order to augment their natural-
born talents. There are shrines for drummers and flautists and I know of one 
shrine where aspiring singers may come “to find their voice.”

C U L T U R A L  K N O W L E D G E  
A N D  I T S  D I S T R I B U T I O N

Cultural knowledge consists of things known (data) plus a general schema 
that stipulates what things count as data in the first place and how those 
data shall be organized. The data and the schema are mutually defining 
and change over time in a mutual progression: data are only ‘data’ because 
they are ‘recognized’ as data or potential data by a particular schema, 
while the schema itself evolves over time, as it is progressively challenged 
and changed by incoming data, which it needs either to accept or reject. 
This co-evolution can be thought of as the cumulative result of millions of 
individual thoughts and actions, transactions, and communications (all in 
the Barthian sense; see Barth 1976).

A system of geographical knowledge is never a simple ‘picture’ of the 
surface of the Earth, for the simple reason that the Earth is so big and 
differentiated, and human beings are so small and have such limited ca-
pacities for storing knowledge in the form of ‘pictures.’ Perhaps people 
can retain an overlapping series of more or less accurate pictures of a few 
square kilometres of landscape in the vicinity of their abode or home terri-
tory, but, beyond that, some mechanism for coding and referencing needs 
to be resorted to in order to have a sense of place. Today, of course, we use 
maps and tools like global positioning systems to locate ourselves in space. 
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But in non-literate and ‘non-cartographic’ societies, this sense of location 
on a scale needs to be achieved by other means of referencing. The most 
obvious means are the use of natural landmarks: coastlines, streams, riv-
ers, drainage areas, mountain ranges, badlands, hills, forests, and/or des-
erts. But insofar as they are processed to fit within human knowledge sys-
tems, even these phenomena are ‘constructed’ – selected, filtered, framed, 
contextualized, and tweaked so that they are as much social and cultural 
data as ‘natural’ data. Thus reprocessed, they become, in the phrase of 
Lévi-Strauss, “good to think.” They are ‘semiotic’ not because of anything 
inherent in them, but because of the way they have been incorporated into 
systems of signifiers. Because they remain stationary even as humans move 
about them, they are like so many drawing pins stuck on a blank sheet of 
paper – points of reference in terms of which movement, whether physical 
or notional, can be enacted or imagined. Taken all together, as a system, 
these bits of knowledge constitute a kind of map or cognitive grid.

Unlike printed maps, the ‘data’ of these shrine maps are distributed 
over the minds of tens of thousands, perhaps millions, of people who are, 
in turn distributed over space and time. No single individual ever has more 
than a partial picture of the whole, but there are two key attributes that 
make this a true system. First, the data sets contained in various peoples’ 
minds overlap. Secondly, in the areas of overlap, there is a relatively high 
level of agreement on what constitute the data. That is, of all the possible 
attributes of a given saint, certain attributes become salient – that is, they 
are memorable and they are distinctive. By memorable, I mean they have a 
name and possess attributes that, to put it simply, stick in the memory and 
are readily recalled in association with the name. By distinctive, I mean 
they possess at least some attributes that contrast with the attributes of 
other saints or shrines in the general area in such a way that there are con-
texts in which they are ‘like’ the other saints, and other contexts in which 
they are ‘unlike.’ For example, the convention that Sdī Brahim u ‘Ali and 
Sdī H.   mad u Musa are putative cousins provides (like all kinship systems) 
a single nexus of simultaneous likeness and contrast. The convention that 
the two of them in turn share with Sdī Sa‘īd u ‘Abd al Na‘īm (and others), 
namely the doctrinal tradition of being followers of Sīdī Muh.   ammad bin 
Slīmān al Jazūlī, provides another dimension of likeness-versus-contrast.

In distributed knowledge systems, all the data there are must be 
kept continually within the recall of living persons, although any single 
individual never knows all the data. The higher-order data, such as 

,
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the shrines of Mulāy Idrīs the First and Second, and the shrine of Sdī 
Muh.  ammad the Fifth, and the names of the principal patron saints of 
cities and regions, are ‘common knowledge’ throughout Morocco. By 
contrast, lower-level data are, by their nature, ‘local knowledge.’ As a per-
son travels throughout the country, these data are accessible on demand 
in the localities where they are significant. If I am travelling in a remote 
Anti-Atlas valley, I can access enough data necessary for my navigational 
purposes (“continue down the trail until you see a cemetery to your right 
with a saint’s tomb with a blue dome, and turn left at the next crossroads”) 
from the local stock of knowledge by speaking to local people. When I 
return to my home village, I may even regale my fellow villagers with ac-
counts of the wonders I have beheld on my journey, and each mention of a 
saint of some other locality is greeted by tslīms from the audience. In this 
way, local knowledge, infused with the miracles of saints, is projected over 
distances and becomes subject to comparison and correction; but control 
over the knowledge remains overwhelmingly with the locality whose 
knowledge it is.

In this way, a virtual ‘map’ of the land is sustained, through verbal 
exchanges about the great religious lords of the land and their exemplary 
lives, exploits, and miracles, even though there may be no point in space or 
time in which all this geographical information comes together at once.11 

Such a map is at once useful, aesthetic, and editable – as it responds well to 
demographic changes. Moreover, within the traditional culture, it is well 
nigh indestructible – particular bits of data might be lost, but most often 
they can be reconstructed. Finally, by being cast in the idiom of Muslim 
ideals, the map embeds geographical knowledge within a matrix of Islamic 
identity.12

Every Moroccan saint’s shrine is in its own way unique and has its own 
narrative and body of praxis. Most shrines possess both a corpus of ideas 
and practices that constitute the ‘inner’ knowledge, known by the shrine’s 
community (whether this be a territory or a far-flung body of pilgrims), 
and a smaller corpus of external signifiers that are communicated to trav-
ellers. Strangers may be allowed access to some of the ‘inner’ knowledge 
at the community’s discretion such as listening to the local legends of the 
‘saints of the land’ – this is one of the most common forms of entertaining 
guests in a Berber village.

But, significant as this inner knowledge and practice may be in the 
dynamics and solidarity of village life, the exoteric face of this knowledge 
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is just as important in its way. Through it, the village becomes part of 
something wider – certainly not quite a ‘global’ universe, as that term 
is understood today, but certainly a wider pattern of meaning and order 
that, among other things, enables a villager to travel freely about the land, 
finding fellow believers along the way who may provide shelter, food, and 
engagement in a narrative exchange of the ‘saints of the land’ (rijāl lblәd), 
in return for accounts of the saints of the land from whence the visitor 
hails.

As a system of knowledge, this system of ‘orientation by saints’ is not a 
rigid and tightly organized system like the periodic table of the elements. 
Rather it is a loosely structured system which, in its heyday, embraced an 
encyclopaedic quantity of information, organized by a small number of 
general principles, but distributed over millions of Moroccans, each an 
expert in a certain range of local knowledge, and able to access, when 
needed, other parts of the vast system.

T H E  P O S T M O D E R N  S H R I N E

As I stated at the beginning, my analytical gaze in this paper is primar-
ily retrospective. The ‘system of distributed knowledge’ I have been dis-
cussing certainly still exists but has been slowly loosening its grip for a 
half a century, consequent upon changes in the way in which Moroccans 
think about and move about their land. These changes are the standard 
transformations we associate with modernity and postmodernity. Though 
there are still many tribesmen, particularly in the mountainous areas, who 
continue to travel on foot or by donkey or mule along rugged trails, the 
vast majority of travel today is by bus, truck or automobile along paved 
roadways. Most men are, at least, rudimentarily literate and can read the 
road signs welcoming them to various districts and localities. Thus the 
habit of thinking of space in terms of the domains of the rijāl lblәd may 
not have quite the communicative power it once did. Today people tend to 
live in a more secularized, ‘cartographic,’ universe, consisting of officially 
demarcated provinces and city limits. Today, only the oldest men are apt 
to say, “I am going to visit Sdī u Sdī” (the patron saint of Tarudant) – most 
just say, “I have to make a trip to Tarudant.” This is in no way to imply 
that the place of religion in peoples’ thinking has declined or that the 
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significance of the shrines has lessened. But rather, one system of aides-
mémoire has been to some extent supplanted by another system, which is 
perhaps, given the change in material culture, more functional.

I noted earlier that modernity had favoured the minaret over the 
dome, the orthodox over the heterodox, and that, in the latter half of the 
twentieth century, government funding policies had led to a quantum in-
crease in the number of minarets towering over villages in the rural areas. 
During this period there was little government funding available for the 
construction of saints’ tombs, unless they happened also to be annexes to 
important mosques or madrasas, and thus their persistence is testimony 
to the generosity of private individuals. As a form of conclusion, I would 
like to speculate briefly on what a postmodern future holds in store for 
the saints’ tombs that have been so distinctively a part of the Moroccan 
landscape for many centuries now.

There is already abundant evidence that the postmodern is not the 
opposite of the traditional. Indeed, nothing loves tradition more than 
postmodernity. But it does not passively transmit traditions in their classic 
‘low-grid’ forms, full of inconsistencies, ambiguities, and overlapping re-
alities. Rather, it selects and reprocesses the traditional, distilling a unitary 
text to suit it for mass communication.

One aspect of this concerns simple accessibility to transportation and 
iconic distinctiveness. Would the shrine of Sdī Bū Qnādīl have even the 
modest reputation that it possesses were it not located directly adjacent to 
the T.  rīq al Sult.  ān, the royal highway along the Atlantic coast, or if it were 
not of elegant and memorable architectural proportions? I do not think so. 
Likewise, at least some of the contemporary success of the anәmuggwar of 
Sdī H.    mad u Musa is clearly due to its accessibility by bus and truck. A pil-
grim can travel there in a day or less from almost anywhere in the Sūs for a 
modest bus fare, and even more cheaply if he is willing to ride standing up 
in the back of an overloaded truck. Meanwhile, the geographical remote-
ness in inaccessible mountains that once protected saint cults such as Sdī 
Brahim u ‘Ali of the Idaw Tanan or Lalla ‘Aziza of the Isәksawәn (Berque 
1955:35) from undue government intrusion, now makes them relatively 
less competitive for the fall-fair business.

I am not suggesting that the future of shrines and pilgrimages is likely 
to come down to nothing but the interplay of market forces and accidents 
of geography and accessibility. Local shrines will always convey their lo-
cal meanings to their local constituencies. But as Moroccans increasingly 
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develop wider social horizons, through education and exposure to mass 
media, local phenomena will find themselves increasingly competing 
against more cosmopolitan forces and may find themselves diminished 
simply because the range of choices has been widened. Just as the shrine of 
Sdī H.    mād Lfāsī no longer stands out as distinctly from the other buildings 
of Timәkt.  t.  i as it once did, so, I suspect, will a great many saints’ shrines as 
they cease receiving the attention they formerly did in times when people 
valued that which was local and particular over the world purveyed to 
them through global mass media.
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N O T E S

1  By ‘national,’ I do not simply mean Mo-
rocco in its modern sense as a nation-
among-nations, but rather the ‘Islamic na-
tion,’ the  umma, seen from a western Arab 
(Maghribian) perspective.

2  In this paper, Berber (Tashelhait) words 
and names are transcribed without diacrit-
ics, whereas Arabic words are transcribed 
with diacritics. I use contemporary stan-
dard transliterations, with the following 
conventions: γ = gh, đ = dh, š = sh, j = dz, 
and x = kh. The symbol ž.  represents a ve-
larized “j” phoneme peculiar to the Berber 
languages. 

3  Shilha refers to a Berber-speaking ethnolin-
guistic group of southern Morocco. Called 
išәlh.  ain in their own language (Tašәlh.  ait), 
Šilh.   a in Arabic, and Chleuh in French, the 
Shilha people number approximately three 
and a half million people spread out over the 
Western High Atlas and Anti-Atlas ranges, 
the adjacent piedmonts and intervening 
valleys, and the high plateaus between the 
mountain ranges and the Sahara. Their 
habitat covers a great variety of ecological 
settings. Some are transhumant nomads 
living part of the year in stone houses 
high in the mountains and living in tents 
near the highest pastures during July and 
August, and others are sedentary villagers 
practising mixed dry and irrigated cul-
tivation with small livestock throughout 
the mountains. Those along the Atlantic 
coast also have a coastal fishery, which they 
combine with their mixed agriculture. In 
the Sūs Valley (the great plain between the 
High and Anti-Atlas ranges), some Shilha 
live in huge villages in conditions that ap-
proach peasantry, while in the desert oth-
ers have semi-nomadic to fully nomadic 
adaptations, living in tents throughout the 
year. The classic ethnographic survey of the 
Shilha people is that of Montagne (1930).

4  In purely hagiographic terms, this saint cult 
is a minor one but, in this sense, is also quite 
typical, so that a brief account of it may be 
worthwhile. The saint himself, Ah.  mad bin 
S.  ālih.  al-Fāsī, came originally, as his laqab 

indicates, from Fez. He was a šrīf and 
progenitor of the inhabitants of the 
‘quarter’ of the village immediately to the 
right of the tomb in the photograph. The 
annual musәm held to commemorate the 
saint is primarily attended by his own de-
scendants, and so it is, in a sense, a kind 
of ‘totemic’ celebration on the part of a 
particular descent group, reuniting for 
a day many members who have moved 
away with those who have remained at 
home. At the same time, other residents 
of the village of Timәkt.  t.  i also attend the 
celebration, along with inhabitants of 
nearby settlements – Tišәkž.  ž.  i, Awsdgәlt, 
Tagwnit, and Targwa – and so the event 
takes on something of the character of a 
local celebration in the heat of the sum-
mer. Non-members of the saintly family 
limit their religious observance to the 
paying of brief visits to the tomb, where 
they pay their respects. 

5  An even more striking example of what 
might be termed nil architectural elabo-
ration is the case of the shrine of Sdī 
Lh.  ajj Leh.  sәn, a twentieth-century saint 
of the Idaw Tanan-Ih.  ah.  an borderland. 
Because the man himself was, during 
his lifetime, the šaix lwird (initiator) in a 
religious order that actively opposed the 
popular saint cults, it would have been 
unseemly for a qubba to be erected over 
his grave. Today his simply marked grave 
is venerated and his agnatic descendants 
honoured in exactly the same manner 
that one sees in maraboutic cults. A de-
tailed history of this case can be found in 
Hatt (1992a).

6  Šurfā and marabouts (igurramәn) are 
quite distinct social categories, although 
both are based on patrilineal descent 
from revered ancestors, and both catego-
ries have tendencies toward endogamy. 
Šurfā exude baraka, although not in as 
intense a quantity as igurramәn with 
whom one has a support relationship. 
Some saints are also šurfā, but most are 
not. Neither status implies any official 
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religious or clerical role, and neither šurfā 
nor marabouts have any licence, so to 
speak, to provide moral advice or religious 
interpretation (that is reserved for various 
grades of learned individuals, t. ulba and 
‘ulamā’) or judicial services (reserved for 
judges, qud.  āt).

7  The three tribes of thirds are Ait Wa‘zzun, 
occupying the northeast, the Ait Tankәrt, 
occupying the west, and the Axwmas, oc-
cupying the south. The latter third is subdi-
vided into four sub-tribes of unequal size, 
Ifәsfassәn, Ait wAnukrim, Ait Awәrga, and 
Ibәrrut.әn. For some purposes, Idaw Tanan 
emphasize the three-thirds organization 
and for other purposes the six tribes.

8  Most of the Idaw Tanan are agreed to be 
of Mas.  mūda origin – the principal ethnic 
‘stem’ of the High Atlas peoples – but there 
is also a significant admixture of Jazūla lin-
eages among long-settled descent groups of 
all sectors of the confederation.

9  The term connotes the Bu Rәgrәg, one of 
the great rivers of Atlantic Morocco.

10  Actually, it would be more correct to say 
“under the leadership of the tribal chiefs of 
the Awrāba,” for much of his accomplish-
ment was achieved in an arrangement of 
regency (791–804) and reflected not the im-
position of Arab ideas and styles but rather 
Berber notions of power and leadership.

11  A possible exception to this might be the 
fourteen-volume memoir of personal trav-
els and pilgrimages by the great scholar 
Si Mukhtār al Sūsī, Al Mas‘ūl. This work 
might be described as a meta-hagiography 
– as large a compendium as there is ever 
likely to be of Shilha saints and sufis and 
shrines, all set within a geographical frame 
that co-references place and sanctity in a 
distinctively Moroccan way. 

12  A glance at the number of place names 
involving saints in Quebec or many other 
Christian lands might suggest this is a 
common phenomenon.

,
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